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OUR VISION

Simplified

?

We’re committed to a deep renovation journey that is simpler, better and a 
joint undertaking. We strive for buildings that deliver safety, health and 
comfort, ensuring residents’ well-being. Our homes are environmentally 
sustainable, deliver climate resilience and have a reduced carbon footprint. 
To get there, a simplified and transparent deep renovation project that 
involves all stakeholders and experts is needed to get the best results. 
Renovating residential buildings provides numerous advantages through 
an attractive journey.

We work to ensure guaranteed energy savings  and deliver 
homes that are safer, healthier and comfortable through 
a simplified and transparent deep renovation journey 
for all stakeholders.

Our mission is to accelerate the transition towards carbon neutral and 
healthy living environments. To simplify the deep renovation journey for all 
stakeholders involved, we will render the journey transparent by building 
trust and involving the highest caliber of expertise. We will boost the 
capacity and skills of public authorities through mutual learning 
programmes to become powerful players in the field.

OUR MISSION



HOW EUROPA WORKS? 

Setting up One-Stop-Shops

Matchmaking service: We match you with the right service 
providers involved in the renovation process and with the 
right financial support schemes.

Energy renovation financial planning: We offer 
tailor-made financing plans to help stakeholders reach 
deep renovation through energy as a service.

Administrative support: We help you overcome 
bureaucratic burdens.  

EUROPA’s One-Stop-Shop approach contains both a virtual and 
a physical place, where you can find all information and 
services needed to implement a deep renovation project. 
EUROPA’s One-Stop-Shop covers the following services:

The Energy Efficiency Subscription is an integral part of the 
EUROPA One-Stop-Shop approach. Through specific 
requirements and standards, Energy Efficiency Subscription 
defines the technical, financial and contractual details that 
must be implemented within the deep renovation process.

Defining an Energy Efficiency Subscription
An Energy Efficiency Subscription is a contract between 
homeowners and market operators. It enables all stakeholders  
involved in a deep renovation project  to establish common 
standards and requirements for the deep energy renovation of 
residential buildings to guarantee accuracy and accountability, 
transparency and high quality.



Are you looking to renovate 
your building?

Do you work in 
building renovation?

Citizens - Property Managers Market Operators - Professional Craftsmen

We make your renovation journey simpler, better, 
bringing all stakeholders together.

Profit from market advantages that stem from the 
Energy Efficiency Subscription model and 

pipeline of buildings.

EU

What renovation journey 
are you on?
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EUROPA offers a simple and transparent deep 
renovation journey that involves all stakeholders and 

experts, matching you with the right financial support 
and trustworthy partners.

europaonestop.eu



   of CO   emissions.

WHY BUILDINGS?

Only                                         (depending on the 

country) of the building stock is renovated each year.
0.4-1.2 %

You spend about                       of your time in buildings.90%

Buildings are responsible for about

%

Housing quality is key to reduce health risks and 
improve climate resilience.

Housing hazards, such as excessive heat, excessive cold and lack of 
ventilation lead to damp and mould, which can cause respiratory 
diseases, infections and mental health difficulties. 

About                     of the EU’s buildings are over 
50 years old.

35

                   of the building stock is energy 
inefficient.

%%

Buildings represent almost of the EU energy demand.%

Citizens - Property Managers



WHY EUROPA?

CONDOMINIUM MANAGERS - 
SOCIAL HOUSES MANAGERS - CITIZENS

CONDOMINIUM MANAGERS - 
SOCIAL HOUSES MANAGERS - CITIZENS

Renovating your home can lead to a range of questions:

We provide you with the technical and financial expertise you need.

We match you with the right and trustworthy project partners, 
paving the way for your successful renovation journey.

We guide your deep renovation for guaranteed energy savings and 
returns of investments.

We will facilitate your renovation journey. 
Choose EUROPA to renovate simpler, 
better, together. 

Who guarantees energy saving and a return of investment?

How long will the renovation take?

Who has the expertise I need?

Whom to trust?

?

?

EUROPA will support your renovation journey from A-Z

Where to find the right financial aid?
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Citizens - Property Managers
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EUROPA offers a simple and transparent deep 
renovation journey that involves all stakeholders and 

experts, matching you with a pipeline of buildings 
ready to be renovated.



Only                                         (depending on the 
country) of the building stock is renovated each year.

0.4-1.2 %

We spend about                       of our time in buildings.90%

Buildings are responsible for about   of CO   emissions.

%

                   of the building stock is energy 
inefficient.

About                     of the EU’s buildings are over 
50 years old.

35

%%

Buildings represent almost of the EU energy demand.%

Your role is crucial for delivering the buildings we need!

WHY BUILDINGS?

Housing quality is key to reduce health risks and 
improve climate resilience.

Housing hazards, such as excessive heat, excessive cold and lack of 
ventilation lead to damp and mould, which can cause respiratory 
diseases, infections and mental health difficulties. 

Market Operators - Professional Craftsmen



WHY WORK WITH EUROPA?

CONDOMINIUM MANAGERS - 
SOCIAL HOUSES MANAGERS - CITIZENS

CONDOMINIUM MANAGERS - 
SOCIAL HOUSES MANAGERS - CITIZENS

The building renovation market is in transition, leading to a range of 
questions:

We simplify the fragmented supply side in bundling offers from 
designers, suppliers, installers, financiers, etc. into one offer for 
homeowners. 

We match you with a pipeline of buildings, offering new business 
opportunities and long-term employment creation.

We provide a one contact point in form of a One-Stop-Shop so that 
you can manage all transactions with your potential clients.

We match you with residents ready to sign on to your services.

We guide your renovation project to ensure energy savings and 
returns of investments.

How do new regulations, such as the EU Green Deal shape the 
building market?

How can I reduce 
(transaction) costs?

How can I gain market advantages?

?

?

EUROPA will support your renovation journey from A-Z

How can I guarantee returns of 
investments and energy savings?

We will facilitate your renovation journey. 
Choose EUROPA to renovate simpler, 
better, together. 
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Market Operators - Professional Craftsmen



www.reimarkt.nl

www.climatealliance.org www.regione.piemonte.it www.fcubed.eu

Find out more about EUROPA and how you can enjoy 
all the benefits of our services in your country. 

europaonestop.eu

THE EUROPA TEAM

www.eza-allgaeu.de www.ageden38.orgwww.areanatejo.pt 

www.ekubirojs.lv www.envipark.com
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Europa One Stop 

Europa One Stop Shop

The contents of this leaflet are the sole responsibility of the EUROPA Consortium 
and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
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